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Build Your Own Game Room Grid
This Build-Your-Own Game Room Grid is designed to assist you in planning the layout of your game room.

Draw the dimensions of the room on the grid below at a scale of one block equals one foot and use the Game Room
Templates provided to display your options. The ideal room size for any pool table would be one with no obstacles
within a cue length of any part of the playing surface. The standard cue length is 57”. By adding this cue length to
each side of the playing surface, you can help define and visualize the required room dimensions. If there is a con-
flict with walls, posts or other obstacles on a certain shot, a shorter cue can be used to complete that particular shot.
Once that shot has been completed, you can go back to using a standard length cue. If you have a short obstruction
such as a column, don’t center the table between the column and the wall; creating the need for a short cue along an
entire side. Rather, try putting the table off-center, so that it plays very well everywhere and it takes a very short cue
just at the column. That situation will come up much less often. Also, you should consider that the height of the cue
angle while playing is higher than many pieces of furniture, such as couches or game tables, that you may consider
incorporating into your game room. Since the slate is 30” from the floor, your cue shouldn’t be able to hit anything
lower than 34” from the floor. Please keep this in mind as you consider what table size will work best for your room.


